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ស�ិតេ�ក��ង�យុ ៤០���ំ េ�ក ហ៊ុល ���ន់នីវុធ �បុគ�លិក�នពិ�រ�ពែផ�ក�ងេ��ម�នមុខតំែណង� 
ជំនួយ�ររដ��ល និងអ�ករច���ហ�ិកក��ង�កុមហ៊ុន SM Eco Development (SMED)។  ក��ងេពលេពញមួយ
�ជីព េ�ក�នបំេពញ�រ�រេ�ក��ង�កុមហ៊ុនចំនួន ២កែន�ង និង�នអភិវឌ��ជំ�ញេផ��ងេទៀតេដើម��ីបេង�ើន
��ក់ចំណ�លបែន�មផងែដរ។   �ក់ែស�ងជីវ�ត�រ�ររបស់េ�ក �ន�ប់េផ�ើមេ� «វ�ទ���សេម�ងជីវ�តថ�»ី ែដល
េ�កទទួល�នឱ�សក��ងតួ�ទី�អ�កទទួលខុស�ត�វ�រ�ក់ផ��យរយៈេពល ៤���ំមុននឹងេ�ក���ស់េ�
បំេពញ�រ�រ�ជំនួយ�ររដ��លែផ�កប���ល័យ អ�កស�មបស�ម�ល�រេ�ះពុម� និងអ�កប���លសេម�ងេ� 
«�ពះបន��លៃនជីវ�ត» រយៈេពល ៨���ំេទៀត។   េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ �ន�ប់យកជំ�ញ   និង���យ�អ�កបេច�កេទស
ជួសជុលទូរស័ព��ប់�ំងពី���ំ ២០១៦ រហូតមុន�រេកើតេឡើងនូវ�រ�តត��ត�សកលៃនជំងឺកូវ�ដ ១៩។ 

ក��ងេ�ះផងែដរជំ�ញរច���ហ�ិក       �ជំ�ញមួយេទៀតែដលេ�ក�ន�ប់យកេហើយេ��យមក���យ�
�បភពចំណ�លក��ងអំឡ�ងេពលេ�ះ។     េ�ក�នចំ�ប់�រម�ណ៍ចំេ�ះ�រ�របច��ប��ន�របស់ខ��ន ប���ប់ពី
ទទួលដំណងឹ�មរយៈភរ��របសេ់�កពី�រេ�ជើសេរ�សបុគ�លកិែដល�នពិ�រ�ពរបសអ់�ក�ស ី ឃនួ ស�ុ�  
ែដល�សិ����មរបស់សហ��សសង�ម ែអ៊ដ��យល៍ និងភរ���យក�បតិបត�ិ�កុមហ៊ុន។

 «ខ��ំ�ន�រម�ណ៍�ភ័យ េហើយនិ�យមិនចង់េចញេ�ះ» េ�ក  ���ន់នីវុធ   េរៀប�ប់ពី�រម�ណ៍
 របស់ខ��នេ�េលើ�រស���សន៍។

«ខ��ំទទួល�នឱ�សែដល��រ�ំ�ទដ៏
ធំបំផុតស��ប់រូបខ��ំ។ ខ��ំែតងែតទទួល
�ន�រមិនយកចិត�ទុក�ក់ េ�យ�រ
ែតពិ�រ�ពរបស់ខ��ំ ប៉ុែន�ករណីេនះ
មិន�ន េកើតេឡើងេ�ទីេនះេទៀតេទ។ ខ��ំ
ក៏�នទំ�ក់ទំនងល��មួយអ�ករួម�រ�រ
ផងែដរ �មរយៈ�រពន��ល់ែណ�ំ និង
ផ�លជំ់នួយ�បសនិេបើខ���ំនប���េផ��ងៗ។
» េ�ក ហ៊ុល ���ន់នីវុធ  ជំនួយ�រ
រដ��ល និងអ�ករច���ហ�ិកក��ង
�កុមហ៊ុន SM Eco Development 
(SMED)
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�មរយៈ�រស���សន៍េលើកទី ២  ក��ងជីវ�ត�រ�រេនះេ�ក�ន�រ�ព�េ�កមិនែដលប���ះប���លអ�ក
េ�ជើសេរ�សឱ��ទទួលយក�ក��េស�ើរសុំរបស់េ�កេ�ះេទ។     េ�កេ�ចើនែត�ក់�ក�� លុះ��ែត�ន�រ
េបើកឱ�សេ�យជនែដល�នពិ�រ�ព និងេ�ស���ស�បសិនេបើេ�ក�ប់ក��ងវគ�ជ�មុះ។ េ�ះបី��ន
ពិ�រ�ព េ�ក�ន�រេប����ចិត�ក��ង�រ�ក់�ក���រ�រេ��គប់���ប័ន ឬ�កុមហ៊ុន��។ ប៉ុែន��មគំនិត
���ល់ខ��ន េ�កគិត��កុមហ៊ុន ឬ���ប័ន�ំងេ�ះនឹង�ន�រលំ�កក��ង�រផ�ល់ឱ�ស�តលប់មកវ�ញ 
េ�យ�រែត�បេភទ�រកិច�ែដល�ត�វែបងែចក និងពិ�រ�ពរបស់េ�ក។   ចំេ�ះ�រ�ំ�ទ�� េ�កក៏�ន
ទទួល�រស�មបស�ម�លមួយចំនួនក��ងេពលស���សន៍ផងែដរ។      �ឧ�ហរណ៍ េ�កទទួល�ន�រ
ស�មបស�ម�លេ�េលើ�រេធ� ើដំេណើរពីបុគ�លមួយចំនួនប���ប់ពីេគ�នេឃើញ�ពលំ�ករបស់េ�ក។ 
េ�ះ����ង� េ�ករែមង��នេ�ល�រស�មបស�ម�ល�ំងេ�ះ េ�យេហតុ��នឹងបេង�ើនឧបសគ��ង
�រែដលេ�កេធ�ើដំេណើរេ�យខ��នឯង។

ប���ប់ពីបំេពញ�រ�រេ��កុមហ៊ុន SM Eco Development (SMED)  អស់រយៈេពលជិត ៤ែខមក េ�ក
�នប���ញពី�ពរ�ក�យរបសខ់��នចំេ�ះ�រ�រ �ពម�ងំ�នេរៀប�ប់ពី�ព�សេដៀង���រ�ងមុខតំែណង�ស់ 
និងបច��ប��ន�ផងែដរ។

 «អ�ីែដល�កុមហ៊ុនកំពុងផ�ល់ជូនទីផ��រ េធ�ើឱ��ខ��ំនឹកេឃើញពីក�ី�សៃមរបស់ខ��ំេពលវ័យជំទង់។ ខ��ំ���ប់  
 �សៃម� ខ��ំចង់�នដីមួយកែន�ងែដល�ចសង់ផ�ះេ��ងមុខ និង�ំដំ�ំ�នេ��ងេ��យ   

េហើយឥឡ�វខ��ំកំពុងេធ�ើ�រេ��កុមហ៊ុនែដលផ�ល់អចលន�ទព��ែបបេនះ» េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ បែន�ម។

េ�ក�នេ�យដឹងេទៀត�    េ�កពិត��ន�ពរ�ក�យ និងទទួល�ន�រម�ណ៍កក់េ���ចំេ�ះ�រ�រ
បច��ប��ន� របស់េ�ក����ំងប���ប់ពី���ក�រ�បកប�រ�រអស់មួយរយៈេពលកន�ងមក។ េ�ក�នសិទ�
�គប់��ន់ក��ង�រែចករ�ែលកេ�បល់���ល់ខ��ន �បសិនេបើេ�ក�នកង�ល់�មួយ�ពម�ំង�ចបំេពញ�ល់
កិច��រែដល�ន�ត់�ំង។ ម៉��ងវ�ញេទៀត �កុមហ៊ុនក៏�នេធ�ើ�រ���ស់ប��រេហ���រច�សម�័ន�រូបវន�មួយចំនួន
ប���ប់ពីេ�កចូលបំេពញ�រ�រផងែដរ។ េ�យ�រែត�កុមហ៊ុន�នទី���ក់�រេ��មផ��វរថេភ�ើងឆ�ង�ត់ 
តំ�ង�កុមហ៊ុន�នេធ�ើ�រ�កសួរ និងែកត�ម�វផ��វេធ�ើដំេណើរេដើម��ីស�មបស�ម�លដល់េ�កបែន�មេទៀត។

េលើសពីេនះ �កុមហ៊ុន�ន�ងសង់ជំ�លបន�ប់ទឹក�ពម�ំងជួសជុលផ�ះ�យ។    េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ  �នបែន�ម
�ស���រៈ�រ��ល័យដូច�តុ      និងេ�អី�នស�ពរ�ង�ំែដល�ច�បែង�កស��ប់បុគ�លិកែដល�ន
ពិ�រ�ព�ន។ េ�កក៏�នរ�លកឹពីបទពិេ�ធន៍ែដលេ�កទទួល�ន�រស�មបស�ម�លែដលល�ឥតេ���ះពី
អ�ក�គប់�គងទូេ�អំឡ�ងេពលចុះពិនិត��ទី�ំងផងែដរ។       េ�យ�រែតអស�ិរ�ពៃន��ស�តុ �ប�ន
�គប់�គងែតង�កសរួពី�សកុ�ពរបសេ់�ក �េរឿយៗ�ពម�ងំ�នេលើកទឹកចិត�ក��ង�រ�តឡប់មកទី���ក់�រ
វ�ញេទៀតផង។ េ�ះ����ង� េ�កេ�ែតទទូចេ�ដល់េ�លេ�ដូេច�ះ�ប�ន�គប់�គងក៏�នែស�ងរក
មេធ���យេធ�ើដំេណើរេផ��ងៗេដើម��ីស�ម�លដល់េ�ក។
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េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ �នសែម�ង�រដឹងគុណចំេ�ះ�កុមហ៊ុន�

«ខ��ំទទួល�នឱ�សែដល��រ�ំ�ទដ៏ធំបំផុតស��ប់រូបខ��ំ។ ខ��ំែតងែតទទួល�ន�រមិនយក  
 ចិត�ទុក�ក់េ�យ�រែតពិ�រ�ពរបស់ខ��ំ ប៉ុែន�ករណីេនះ មិន�នេកើតេឡើងេ�ទីេនះេទៀតេទ។

ខ��ំក៏�នទំ�ក់ទំនងល��មួយអ�ករួម�រ�រផងែដរ �មរយៈ�រពន��ល់ែណ�ំ និងផ�ល់ជំនួយ  
 �បសិនេបើខ��ំ�នប���េផ��ងៗ» េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ បែន�ម។

េដើម��ីអភិវឌ��ខ��នឱ�����យ�បុគ�លិកែដល�នសមត��ព េ�កចង់ព�ងីកចំេណះដឹងបែន�មេទៀតអំពី�រេធ�ើ 
�ជីវកម�េលើ�បព័ន�អ៊�នេធើេណត (E-Commerce)។  ក��ង�ម�ជនែដល�នពិ�រ�ព���ក់ េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ
សមូេធ�ើ�រតស៊មូតិេលើបរ��បន��រ�របែន�មេទៀតស��ប់ជន�នពិ�រ�ព      និងេ�កើនរ�លកឹដលបុ់គ�លកិែដល
�នព�ិរ�ព��េ�យខតិខលំះបងេ់�យអស់ពសីមត��ព     នងិេប����ចេំ�ះ�រ�ររបស់ខ��នេ�ះប�ី�ន
�ពេនឿយហត់ ឬ�ក់ទឹកចិត����ង�ក�ី។

 «���ន�រ�រ�ែដល�យ�សួលេ�ះេទ ដូេច�ះអ�ក�ត�វែតខិតខំ�បឹងែ�បងព���ម េ��ះេយើង
 មិន�យនឹងទទួល�នឱ�សែបបេនះេទ» េ�ក ���ន់នីវុធ បែន�ម។

ស��ប់ព័ត៌�នបែន�មអំពី�កុមហ៊ុន សូមទំ�ក់ទំនង :

េគហទំព័រេហ�សប៊ុក : Sm Eco Development Co., Ltd
េលខទូរស័ព� : 096 888 36 97 / 097 888 73 50 / 085 51 76 76
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Striving Beyond Disability : The
Happiness in Having Employment

40-year-old, HOUL Vannyvuth living with a lower impairment has succesfully pursued a 
career as an Administrative Assistant and Graphic Designer at SM Eco Development 
(SMED). Throughout his career, he has been employed in 2 private companies and developed 
a few beneficial skill sets to create a source of ongoing income. His work life embarked at 
“Voice of New Life Radio” in which he was given a chance to work as a radio planner for 4 years 
before moving to “Fellowship Word of Life Association” as a library administrative assistant, 
publication coordinator and voice-over actor for another 8 years. Vannyvuth also developed a 
cell phone repairing skill and became a skilled technician from 2016 prior to the arrival of the 
global COVID-19 pandemic.

Graphic design was another developed skill set, which then became his financial support 
during the hardship. In his current employment, Vannyvuth explained that he showed interest 
in applying for his current job after hearing from his wife that Mrs. Khoun Socheata, who is the 
Chief Executive Officer’s wife and one of Agile’s beneficiaries, was recruiting people with 
disabilities as the employee.

 “I was nervous and I couldn’t speak properly.” said Vannyvuth in regard to
 the interviewing process.

Going through the 2nd job interview in his entire career, he confessed that he has never once 
convinced a recruiter to accept the application. He would only apply if there is an open opportunity 
for people with disabilities and go to the interview if he is shortlisted. As a person with disability, 
he has the determination to apply for any job however from his point of view, he was skeptical 
that it would be alternatively difficult for the company which he applied to as he though they 
would have a hard time delegating the task due to his disability.

“I received an opportunity, which is 
the biggest support. I was previously 
neglected due to my disability over 
ability however, this case did not 
exist here. I also have a great 
relationship with my colleagues as 
they often provide guidance and 
help if there is any challenge.”
- HOUL Vannyvuth, Administrative 
Assistant and Graphic Designer at 
SM Eco Development (SMED)
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When it comes to the support system during his applying process, Vannyvuth received reasonable 
accommodation during the interview. For example, there were some people who accompanied 
him as soon as they noticed his movement. However, he would politely reject the help as it 
would cause more barriers than moving on his own.

After being employed at SM Eco Development (SMED) for nearly 4 months, he expressed his 
enthusiasm and described the similarity between his previous and current position.

 “What the company is providing to the market, reminded me of my teenage dream.  
 I wanted to own a house with farmland in the back and now I am working in  
 a company that offers this type of property.” said Vannyvuth. 

He added that he genuinely enjoyed and regained the warmth in his current workplace after not 
being employed in any institution or company after a while. He was able to share personal opinions 
if there was any concern and executed the assigned task. On the other hand, there were some 
environmental/physical changes following his entry as well. As there was a railway across the 
street, he was asked if it would cause a barrier for his daily transportation, in which the renovation 
of entrance way happened afterward. 

The company had additionally built a toilet ramp and refurbished the kitchen. Vannyvuth 
described the office facilities to be accessible as the desks and chairs were sturdy to provide 
physical support to employees with disabilities. He recalled an experience in which he received 
another valuable accommodation from the General Manager during a site visit. Due to the 
weather instability, he was continuously asked if he wanted to return due to the bad road, however 
he insisted on going and there were other methods used to accomodate the transportation as 
well. Vannyvuth expressed his gratitude toward the company stating,

 “I received an opportunity, which is the biggest support. I was previously neglected  
 due to my disability over ability however, this case did not exist here. I also have  
 a great relationship with my colleagues as they often provide guidance and help if  
 there is any challenge.”

To develop himself as a more profound employee, he wanted to expand knowledge in the area 
of E-Commerce. As a person with disability, Vannyvuth would like to advocate for more inclusive 
employment to people with disabilities and remind fellow employed-people with disabilities to 
always give their best and commit to their job even if exhaustion or discouragement arise.

 “There is no shortcut to easy work so you have to thrive because we don’t always   
 get this type of opportunity.” said Vannyvuth.  

For more information, please contact :
Facebook : Sm Eco Development Co., Ltd
Contact Number : 096 888 36 97 / 097 888 73 50 / 085 51 76 76
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ករណីសិក��េនះេធ�ើេឡើងេ�យសហ��សសង�ម ែអ៊ដ��យល៍ ែដល�ែផ�កមួយៃនយុទ���េលើកកម�ស់
�រយលដឹ់ងស�ពីី�រអនុវត�បរ��បន��រ�រស��ប់និេ�ជក និងស�គមន៍េដើម��ីបេង�ើន�រយលដឹ់ងេ�យ
�ន់ែតសុីជេ��នូវត�ម�វ�ររបស់ជន�នពិ�រ�ព�មរយៈគេ��ង«ដំេណើរេ���ះេ�រកបរ��បន�
�រ�រស��ប់ជន�នពិ�រ�ព» រយៈេពល ៣���ំ (២០២១-២០២៣) សហ�រអនុវត�េ�យអង��រភី
ពផលអ៊�ននីតកម��� (People In Need Cambodia) និងសហ��ស សង�មែអ៊ដ��យល៍ (Agile Develop-

ment Group) �មរយៈជំនួយឧបត�ម�ពីទី���ក់�រអភិវឌ��ន៍��រណរដ�ែឆក ែដលនឹងរួមចំែណកដល់�រ
បេង�ើនលទ��ព និងឱ�ស�រ�ររបស់ជន�នពិ�រ�ពេ�កម����សប�ម SDG4។

The case studies undertaken by Agile Development Group as part of the awareness-raising 
campaigns on inclusive employment practices  for  employers and industry associations to 
better be aware of the needs of people with disabilities (PwDs) under the 3-year project 
“Towards Inclusive  Employment  for  People  with  Disabilities  (PwDs)”  (2021-2023),  imple-
mented by People in Need Cambodia in partnership with Agile Development Group under 
the  funding  of  the  Czech  Development Agency,  which  contribute  to  increased  employa-
bility and employment opportunities of people with disabilities (PwDs) in Cambodia (SDG 
4).


